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The Launch
ENG NOVEL FOR 5102-2

June

Looking for a novel to offer your adult learners taking
ENG 5102-2? Were you planning on using your
summer holiday to read over some popular titles to
suggest to your adult learners?
As teachers, we want to offer learners high interest
books that they will use not only to accomplish end of
course outcomes, but also to enjoy, and maybe even
instill a joy of reading. However, teachers are often
faced with learners who have low reading skills, little
reading experience, and/or low reading motivation.
Giving learners a novel to complete the ENG 5102-2
can become quite a project. Here are some points to
consider when recommending or choosing the novel:
1) Increase novel choice, even if it is a constrained
one. Studies show that, lower level readers respond
well to having some say in what they read.
2) Advertise books through teacher recommendations, book talks, reviews etc. Learners can be
motivated by hearing you summarize and/or recommend books.
3) Help build close reading skills and monitor them by using novel study guides (example: for $10
you can purchase a complete editable study guide for the novel The Things You Hate at Teachers Pay
Teachers
4) Model reading by using audio books, by reading aloud, by asking 'reader ' questions
It is very important to remember that learners cannot learn from books they cannot read.
Background and vocabulary knowledge are the foundation to a good reading strategy. Whatever
novel they select to read for the course, it would be optimal for learners, rather than teachers, to
have some kind of understanding of them and some vested interest in them. Nowhere does the
ENG 5102-2 course guide specify the type, genre or level of novel that learners must read, but
makes a list of the content that a novel needs to complete the end of course outcomes, such as
themes, conflict, and characterization etc. A teacher 's choice and preference may not reflect that of
the learner 's and hence lessen the positive experience that, English teachers know, reading can
provide.
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ENG 5102-2 NOVEL REVIEWS
FOR TEACHERS BY TEACHERS
These are some of the most talked about young adult
literature titles of 2017/2018. Adult education English
teachers have volunteered to read the following books
and have provided a review with the ENG 5102-2
course and adult learner in mind. Click h er e t o r ead
all t h e r eview s.
One very enthusiastic teacher, Joanne McCreary from
Eastern Shores School Board, took the liberty of
reading and reviewing other books as well that have
been added to the folder. She literally reads in her
sleep and is looking forward to reading many more
novels and providing reviews for Adult English
teachers. One novel review per newsletter will become
a regular feature for the next academic year 's issues.
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Are you struggling to understand and then explain the MEES criterion referenced rubrics to your adult
education learners? You are not alone! One of the biggest challenges of implementing the ENG DBE program
has been regarding the understanding and adoption of the MEES exam evaluation tools.
This year, PROCEDE, with the help of ENG teachers, has worked hard at clarifying the meaning of the
evaluation demands and translating the vocabulary into a learner friendly one. These adult learner rubrics
have been created in a Word document specifically so that teachers can edit the boxes as they see fit, and/or
print the parts they want as they teach the course. Many of them are also accompanied with anchor samples
that can be used by teachers and learners as a teaching tool.
A reminder that these learner rubrics are equivalent to the MEES' rubrics, but cannot be used for end of
term exams. They are meant to be used during the, very important, formative assessment process.

ENG 5103-3 ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY
ADULT LEARNER RUBRIC & SAMPLE

ENG 4103-3 NEWSREPORT
ADULT LEARNER RUBRIC & SAMPLE
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EVALUATIONS FBD FRE UNE VUE D'ENSEMBLE
CLIQUEZ POUR IMPRIMER

NEW Social Science Programs
Summer reading is not just for language teachers!
Three new social science courses have been
published and are posted online for teachers to
read. No DEDs or exams are accompanied, so no
need to search for them.
A reminder that implementation date of social
science courses is 2020. Provincial DBE PROCEDE
workshops will take place this year in order to
properly prepare for this change. Once the DEDs
and the exams are published, a specific date will be
announced.
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A Successful Physics Workshop!

On June 7th and 8th, 23 teachers and ped- consultants gathered at PEC for a PROCEDE workshop on level
V Physics. This workshop was divided into three parts:
Part 1: Content Familiarization - shed light on the knowledge concepts and areas of competency
development that are compulsory for PH S- 5061 and PH S- 5062.
Part 2: Exam Familiarization - allowed teachers to set up and execute the practical exam for both course
codes. Teachers gained a thorough understanding of the materials that need to be purchased for the final
exams and the areas of competency development that need to be emphasized throughout the learning
process. Teachers suggested several modifications to each exam. Please note that teachers are allowed to
modify the prototypes for level V Physics as long as the modified versions conform to the DEDs. When
prototypes are modified, the M inistry logo must be replaced with the school board logo and a note
indicating that the exam is a modified version on the prototype must also be included on the cover page.
Part 3: Teaching Physics Via Lab Stations - allowed teachers to experiment with lab stations that help
students meet the End of Course Outcomes listed in the Physics program. These lab stations were prepared
by M icheline Ammar from Place Cartier and Petros Petrou from Pearson Adult and Career Centre. Teacher
feedback was great! Congratulations to these two teachers on a job well done!

In Case you M issed It!
Click on the image below to access the power
point presentation.

Visit the DBE Website for access to
PH S- 5061 and 5062 pretests.
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CHEM ISTRY & PHYSICS 5061 AND 5062

Technology Training for Chemistry and Physics:
To meet the M inistry requirements for the Chemistry and Physics exams, professional development
related to Excel (and other web applications) is scheduled for the 2018- 2019 school year. This
workshop will be open to both M ath and Science teachers.
Lab M anuals for Chemistry 5061 and 5062:
Two lab manuals have been added to the DBE website for CH E- 5061 and CH E- 5062. They can be
found under the ?Lab Resources? tab under each course code. Thank you Sarah Sisso (SWLSB) for
making these available!
Pretests for Chemistry and Physics:
Pretests have been added to the DBE website for both Chemistry and Physics.
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M ATH
An Overview of Available Resources
a) Pretests:
Thanks to the collaborative efforts of our network
we have accumulated 23 pretests for level III and IV
M ath throughout the 2017- 2018 school year. These
pretests can be accessed via the DBE website. The
table below depicts where we have made some
headway and which course codes we need to focus
on for next year. A big thank you to all of the
teachers and ped- consultants who added these
resources to the DBE website! If you would like to
share a pretest or complex task, please do so by
clicking the ?+? on the appropriate padlet or send to
sfiocco02@lbpearson.ca.
b) Learning and Evaluation Situations:

Our collaboration with Carrefour FGA and
translator, Lynn Travers, has resulted in 22
English LESs with more on the way!
These LESs are gradually being uploaded to
Alexandrie for teachers to access.

c) Situational Problems:
Several teachers have also created 9 situational problems for M ath 4 CST via a 2017- 2018 PDIG. The
teachers involved were, N ima Aliahmad (LBPSB), Christine O?Connor (N FSB), Sarah Padner (ETSB),
Teddy Shulman (LBPSB), Fiona Spence (EM SB), Julie Vallee (ETSB), Tara Wong (LBPSB), Lea
Z uravlyov (EM SB).
They are very proud of their work ? and with good reason! These Situational Problems can be
accessed via the DBE website. You will find them under the ?Complex Task? tab for CST- 4151, 4151,
and 4153.
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Update from SOFAD:
Below is a list of dates when SOFAD math books
are expected to be released. It should be noted
that these forecasts may vary slightly if there is
an unforeseen event that affects the publishing
activities.

M TH M TH M TH M TH M TH M TH M TH -

4151 - July 2018
4152 - August 2018
4153 - September 2018
4171 Volume 1 - June 2018
4171 Volume 2 - September 2018
4172 - August 2018
4173 - August 2018

AirServer & Smart Board Wireless Video Streaming for the Science Classroom:
AirServer can screen mirror iPads, Windows laptops and Chromebooks onto the Smart Board and
enhance our teaching techniques. See how AirServer can be used in the classroom to zoom- in on lab
demonstrations and record lessons. Thank you to Pierre Ostiguy from Pearson Electrotechnology Centre
for demonstrating this teaching tool at the Physics workshop!

H ow to Install AirServer

CN ESST Training for Level IV Science & Technology:
The science workshops throughout the 2017 - 2018 school year demonstrated a need for additional
training on the hand- tools and heavy equipment required for TSC- 4063. Some of us also saw a need to
brush up on our lab techniques for Chemistry and Physics. The H R department of each school board is
aware of this need and will organize the required training.
In the meantime, both teachers and centre directors can review the regulations and safety procedures
related to heavy equipment, workshop/ lab set- up, and the storage of hazardous chemicals by ordering the
manual below.
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Summertime PD Opportunity for Science Teachers
ASM M aterials Camp for Teachers is a week- long, hands- on lab experience showing educators how to use
applied engineering techniques in their classroom.
Some of the benefits of attending the camp
? The M cM aster University camp is FREE for attendees. Participants are eligible to receive four (4)
Continuing Education Units (CEUs) and can opt for two (2) graduate level credits.
? Educators work hands- on with metals, ceramics, polymers, and composites, and develop a greater
appreciation for the importance of these materials in modern life.
? Teachers Camp is a proven program that strengthens the curriculum in Science, Technology, Engineering
and M athematics (STEM ).
? Post camp evaluations reveal that 97% of participants will incorporate the experiments and concepts
learned in their classrooms.
Who Should Attend?
? H igh School Teachers: Science (especially Chemistry and Physical Science), Engineering, and
Industrial/ Career and Technical Education
? M iddle School Teachers: Physical Science
? Pre- Service Science Teachers
? Art, M ath, and Community College Teachers as space allows
Why Attend?
? Learn how to engage your students using simple, low- cost experiments that you can integrate into your
existing lesson plans
? H elp your students discover career opportunities in science and engineering
Location:
H amilton, Canada
M cM aster University
July 9- 13
These are five- day camps can also be residential (if the participant requires overnight stay).
If you have any questions, please contact us at:
https: / / www.asmfoundation.org/ who- we- impact/ teachers/ teacher- materials/
DEADLIN E: Applicants are admitted to the program on a ?first- come- first- served basis?. Usually 30 per
camp.
REGISTRATION : https: / / www.asmfoundation.org/ who- we- impact/ teachers/ camp- calendar- application/
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June 15, 2018

IMPLEMENTATION PARTNERS
ALEXANDRIEFGA

CARREFOURFGA
"Le Car r ef ou r FGA est un regroupement de
sites québécois conçus pour la formation
générale des adultes (FGA). Ici, les idées, les
visions et les créations de partout convergent en
un seul lieu. (http://www.carrefourfga.ca/)

"This is where you can share
and find educational material
and tools created for and by
education personnel from Adult
General Education"
(http://www2.carrefourfga.
com/alexandrie/EN/)

ACCOMPAGNEMENTNATIONAL

APRÈSCOURSFGA

"Afin d?apporter le support nécessaire aux
"La mission ... est d?accompagner et de
enseignantes et aux enseignants dans le cadre
soutenir les acteurs de la formation
de la mise en ? uvre des nouveaux
générale des adultes"
programmes, la DEAFC offre cette année un
(http://aprescours.ticfga.ca/
accompagnement portant sur différents
a-propos-des-apres-cours-fga/)
aspects du programme d?études et de
- Webinaires
l?évaluation". (http://www.carrefourfga.ca
- Communautés de partage
/accompagnement-national/)
- Vidéos

RÉCIT

TRÉAQFP
Favorise et promouvoi des services éducatifs
de qualité accessibles aux adultes du Québec

Un réseau de
personnes-ressources
pour le développement des
compétences des élèves par
l?intégration des technologies

Editor: N atalie M cCarthy; Writers & Designers:

Sonya Fiocco

Isabelle Bertolotti

PROCEDE

PROCEDE

Pedagogical Consultant

Pedagogical Consultant

M ath, Science & Technology,
Computer Science

Languages, Social Science,
Options, SVI, SI

514- 806- 3402

450- 365- 7012

sfiocco02@lbpearson.ca.

ibertolotti@lbpearson.ca

WWW.DBEIMPLEMENTATION.WEEBLY.COM
Are you looking for DBE resources or have some that you want to share? This website is meant to
help any educational professional find, locate, use and share class materials.
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